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Abstract - -Near ly  unstable multidimensional AR  models are studied where the coefficient ma- 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the d-dimensional utoregressive model 
Xk ~- QXk-1 + ¢k, k -- 1,2,..., 
Xo = O, 
where the d-dimensional random column vector ek contains the unobservable random innovation 
at time k, and the d x d matrix Q is the unknown parameter of the model. The least squares 
estimator (LSE) of Q based on the observations X1,..., Xn is given by 
-1 ( xk 1X:l) 
Let ~(Q) denote the spectral radius of the matrix Q, i.e., the maximum of the absolute values of 
the eigenvalues of the matrix Q. 
Asymptotically stationary models, when ~(Q) < 1, were studied by Mann and Wald [1] and 
Anderson [2]. Under the assumption that the e~' are i.i.d, with W.ek = 0, Eeke~ = Z, the LSE 
of Q is asymptotically normal: 
1/2 
(Qn-Q)  (k=~lXk-lX:-I D}~fdxd(O,I), a$n --~ (:x)~ 
where z )  denotes convergence in distribution and I is the unit matrix. 
The author is grateful to G. Pap for the valuable discussions. 
Typeset by .4¢V~S-TEX 
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When g(Q) = 1, the model is said to be unstable. The one-dimensional unstable AR(1) model 
Xk = QXk-1  + ek, k > 1, with Q = 1 was studied by White [3] and it was shown that the 
variables n(~) - Q) converge in law to a random variable: 
Y: , 
where {W(t), t > O} is a standard Wiener process• Multidimensional unstable models ave studied 
in [4-6]. 
These results led to the study of the following so-called nearly unstable models• Nearly unstable 
or nearly nonstationary multidimensional AR processes are generated according to the scheme 
(°) = + 4 "), 
X(o n) = O, 
k=l ,2 , . . . ,n ,  
(i) 
where {e (n) } is an array of d-dimensional random vectors and Qn, n _> 1, is a sequence of d x d 
matrices uch that Qn ---* Q, where Q is a matrix with ~(Q) = 1. 
The case when Qn = eA/n, n >_ 1, where A is a fixed d x d matrix was studied by Phillips [7]. 
Kormos and Pap [8] treated the case when Qn = e(71+A)/n, n _> 1, where 7 E R and A is a 
skew-symmetric matrix under the assumption that ek-S are i.i•d, variables. 
Stockmarr and Jacobsen [9] investigated the case when Qn = I+A/n .  Pap and van Zuijlen [10] 
studied the case when Qn = e A'~/n • e B, n _> 1, where An --+ A, B is a known skew-symmetric 
d x d matrix, and AnB = BAn,  n >_ 1. Pap and van Zuijlen [11] also studied the case when the 
model is complex-valued and the coefficient matrices are in Jordan normal form• 
The aim of the present paper is to investigate nearly unstable complex-valued models, where 
the coefficient matrices are given in Jordan normal form and to study the limit behaviour of the 
suitable normalised LSE of the eigenvalue. It will turn out that the limit distribution depends 
only on the last, d th component of the process. We will also compare it with the maximum 
likelihood estimator (MLE) of the eigenvalue of the coefficient matrix of the related continuous 
time model• It is interesting to note that the MLE of the eigenvalue in the related continuous 
time model depends only on the first coordinate of the process• Coefficient matrices consisting 
of two or more Jordan blocks will be also studied• 
2. LEAST SQUARES EST IMATOR OF  THE E IGENVALUE 
Let C d be the space of the d-dimensional complex column vectors. Let us introduce the widely 
used notation 
(X, y) := xTy, for x, y E C a, 
for the scalar product in C d, where x T is the transpose of x and y denotes the complex conjugate 
of y. We introduce the norm of x E C a by 
Ilxll := x). 
For A E C and d E N, we introduce the notation 
d) := 
(!0 ] • ' 0 
1 A 0 • 
• A 0 
• 0 1 
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for a d x d matrix in Jordan normal form with eigenvalue A. We shall use the short notation d(A) 
if it does not cause misunderstanding. 
Consider the d-dimensional complex-valued autoregressive model 
Xk = J(,X)Xk-1 + ek, 
Xo = O, 
k = 1,2, . . . ,  
where )~ E C is the unknown parameter of the model• If we take into consideration the special 
form of the coefficient matrix then, we can calculate the LSE of A as follows• 
LEMMA 1. The LSE of A, based on the observations X l , . . .  ,Xn is given by 
n d 
E E (Xk,~ -- Xk -  1,~ - 1, Xk -  ~,j ) 
~: ~ k=l  j= l  
n d 
E E Ixk-~jI ~ 
k=l  j= l  
where Xk = (Xk,1, . . . .  Xk,d) T and Xk,o := 0. 
PROOF. Let us consider the sum of squares 
Obviously 
A~(A) : -  ~ IlXk - J(A)Xk_II[ 2 
k=l  
I]/xkl//! ° °)/ • A 0 . Xk - I ,1  • = _ 1 A 0 
k=l  
A 0 \Xk -~d 
\ Xk,a / 0 1 A 
Xk,  2 -- Xk_ l ,  1 -- )~Xk_ l ,  2 
kXk,d - X~-l,d-1 - ,XXk_l,e 
n d n d 
An(~) = E E Ixk'j - Xk-l'j-l[2 - ~ E E Xk-l'j(Xk'j -- Xk-l'j-1) 
k=l  j= l  k=l  j= l  
n d n d 
-xE  E iX _l,,i 
k=l  3=1 k=l  J= l  
Clearly, X is a least square estimate of A if An(X) is minimal. We write the complex number A 
in the form A = a + ifl, where a, fl E R. Rewriting An(X) as a function of a and fl we get the 
following: 
nd ) 
A.(~,~) = ~ ~lx~,j-x~_,,j_,l'-2,~.~ ~.,x~_,,~(x~,~-x~_,,,_~) 
k----I 3----1 k----1 3=i  
+ 2f l . lm Exk_ id (Xad_Xk_ i j _1 )  + (~2 + f12) E [Xk_idl2. 
k=l .~-----I k=l j---1 
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This expression takes minimum if the following equations hold: 
n d n d 
-2 Z ZSe[Xk- ld(Xk , j -Xk- , , j -1 ) ]  +2a Z Z]Xk-I , j l2=O, 
k=l  j= l  k=l  j= l  
n d n d 
2 Z ZIm[Xk-l, j(Xk,j--Xk-l, j -x)] + 21~ Z ZIXk-I,j]2-~---O. 
k=l  j= l  k=l  j= l  
Hence, the LSE of a and/3 are given by 
n d 
Re - -  
k~l  3=1 
n d ' 
E E IX~-x,jl ~ 
k----1 j= l  
n d 
Y] ~ Im [Xk-l,3(Xkd - Xk-l,~-l)] 
]~n= k=l  j= l  
n d 
k=l  j= l  
Thus, we obtain the assertion of the lemma. 
3. CONVERGENCE OF  A RELATED STEP  PROCESS 
For n = 1, 2 , . . . ,  consider the d-dimensional complex-valued AR model 
= k (n) J-e (") k = 1,2, n, r(n) J(An)X 1 -  k , 
(2) 
X(o n) = O, 
where {e~n)} is an array of random vectors in C a and An = e h''/n+iO with hn E C, hn ~ h E C, 
and/9 E (-Tr, 7r]. Clearly, J(An) --* J(e i°) since An ~ e i°. It is easy to see that the model is 
nearly unstable, since #( J(ei°)) = 1. 
We consider the following transformation on the elements of Ca: 
z ~ eikOz. 
This transformation can be considered as a rotation in C 4, since 
(eikOu, e~kOv) = lU, V) for u, v E C d. 
We define the following rotated elements (the construction is the same as in [11]): 
Zk(") := e-~k0Xk C") ' 
(k C") := e-'kOe(k"). 
Let { e h-/n 0 0 ) 
J(An) := e- '° J (A , )  = [ e-i° O. . 
e_iO eh,~/n 
The model (2) and the model 
= + = 1 ,2 ,  ~ ** , ,  
Z(o n) = O, 
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are clearly equivalent. Now, we consider the normalization matrices 
Ln := diag {n -1/2, n-3/2ei°,..., n-a+l/2e(d-1)ia}, 
and random step functions 
e-i[ntl°L x(n)= L 7(n) yCn)(t):= "~ [ntl n'[nt], 
M(")(t) := v/-n ~ v~ 
Let us put the following condition on the random disturbances (e(kn)}. 
CONDITION C. e(: ), k = 1,... ,n, n > 1, is a triangular array of square integrable martingale 
differences in C a with respect o the filtrations (grk(n))k=0,1 .....n;n>l such that for all t • [0, 1] 
( ¢ /i ) "t ---- .(n) Z(n_) 1 
where rl(Z):= (Re(~(n)), Im(¢k (n))) q- and 
) Vo>0 1 E e (n) 2X{[le~.)]l>av~ } I~'~n_) 1 ff-~0, ash oc. 
n k=l 
From [11], we know that if Condition C is satisfied then the following statements are true for 
y(n), M(n): 
M (n) ~ W, 
y(,O z~, y, 
in D ([0, 1] --* Ca), 
in D ([0, 11 --* ca) ,  
in D ([0, 11 --* c2a), 
where D([0, 1] --* C d) denotes the Skorokhod space, {W(t), t • [0, 1]} is a complex, standard 
Wiener process with values in C d and {Y(t), t • [0, 1]} is a complex, continuous time autoregres- 
sive process, defined as the solution of the stochastic differential equation 
dY(t) = AY(t)dt + E dW(t), Y(O) = O, 
where E := diag(1, 0, 0, . . . ,  0), mad A is the Jordan matrix with eigenvalue h: 
A:= 
h 0 0 )  
1 h 0 
0 1 h 0 
h 0 
0 0 1 h 
4. CONVERGENCE OF THE LSE 
Consider the d-dimensional complex-valued nearly unstable AR process generated according to 
the scheme (2). We are interested in the limit behaviour of the LSE of An which has the following 
form according to Lemma 1: 
-- "=k- l , j -1 ,  "~k- l , j /  
~ -~ k-~ l "-~ 
d 2 ' 
E ] X(n-)l,3 
where X (n) k,0 :=0. 
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THEOREM 1. Suppose that array el n) k = 1, . . . ,  n, n > 1 sat/sfJes Condition C. Then, 
"D e(d_l)Oi f l  Yd(t ) dWa(t) 
f2 i Ya( t ) l  ~. dt (3) 
where the process Y(t), t E [0, 1] is given by 
dY(t) = AY(t) dt + ~ dW(t), Y(O) = O, 
and W ( t ), t E [0, 1] is a standard complex d-dimensional Wiener process. 
PROOF. If we take into consideration that 
x(n)  = XCn) I y (n )  ~.(n) for 1 < k < n, 1 < j < d, k,j 4-1, j -1 -~ "n"Xk- l , j  -b ~"k,j' -- -- 
we get the following: 
2 /~.(n) y(n) \ ]  
£ )i n X(n_..)l, j -'1- \ '4 , j ' "k -1 , j  I J 
~,~ = ~=1 4=1 = A,~ + 
d 2 
k E x,<:_'l,, 
k=l  j= l  
d 
3ffiI 4=1 \~'4'j' k - l , j l  
d y (n)  2 
k----1 j= l  
~ / (n) X(.) \ 
Xn -- ~n : j= l  4----1 tgk' J '  4 -1 , j /  
d 1,j 2 z xi"_ ) 
k----1 j= l  
The orthogonality of the transformation z ~-* e -ik° implies that 
d n 
Z E <~k,j, Z4 -1 j )  
~n-  )in = j----1 4=1 
n d 
E E Iz4-1JI 2 
k----1 j----I 
Moreover, the following relation is valid: 
,,-ikO y (n)  z~(,~, ) . . . .  4,,, 
fol~. ( )~' ° .~,° n)(t n)(t) dt ~ k~l -1)/n 'r'--J+l/2D(j--1)Oi~(n)k -- 1,j (÷) "~-j+l/2t'-(j-1)Oi~(n)k -- 1,j t"l(÷'l A+~" 
1 n 1,j2 =,~-~J+l.~: z2) , 
hence, 
Similarly, 
thus, 
k.-.~l kffil 
?% 
z 1 n)(t) d n)(t) = e b 1)o, n ~+1/2 r(n) ~(n) '~k- l , j ' k -  l j  , 
kffil 
. . ]o-lyf,)(t) d i )  e(n) y(n) ~r(n)  7(n) ---- nJe(i-1)o~ n) (t). ~k-lj"~k-l,j = ~ ~k- i , j "k - i j  
k----1 k----1 
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Consequently, 
d 
E e(J-1)e'  j f0 Yf")(t) 
E n2~ f2 Y(n)(t)Y('~)(t) dt
j= l  
d 
j= l  
d 
E ,;-d f: 
j= l  
Taking into account that (M(n),Y n) v (W,Y) in D([0,1] -* C 2d) and using, for example, 
Proposition 6 in [12], we obtain the assertion. | 
5. MLE  OF THE COEFF IC IENT OF THE RELATED 
CONTINUOUS T IME MODEL 
Consider the d-dimensional complex-valued Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process defined as the solution 
of the stochastic differential equation 
dY(t) = AY(t) dt + E dW(t), Y(O) = O, 
where {W(t), t E [0, 1]} is a standard Wiener process with values in C d. Let us identify the 
complex process {W(t), t e [0, 1]} with the standard Wiener process {W(t), t E [0, 1]} in R 2d, 
where 
W(t):= (Re W1 (t), Im W1 (t), Re W2 (t), Im W2 (t ) , . . . ,  Re W d (t), Im Wd(t)). 
Let us identify the complex process {Y(t), t E [0, 1]} with the process 
Y(t) := (Re Y1 (t), Im Y1 (t), Re ]"2 (t), Im Y2 (t) , . . . ,  Re Yd (t), Im Yd (t)), 
with values in R 2d. Then, the above complex stochastic differential equation is equivalent to the 
following real stochastic differential equation: 
Y(t) = A-Y(t) dt+ ~E dW(t), Y(O) = O, 
where A and E are defined as the following blocks of matrices: 
:=  
K 
/2 
0 
0 
/2 
0 
o 
K 0 
12 K 
o I2 
°°o) 0 = diag(1, 1, 0, 0 . . . .  ), 
where 
K := Imh 
(A and E are real 2d x 2d matrices). 
Re h ' I2 :=  , 
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Consider the measures F~ and Pp on C([0, I] --~ R 2d) generated by the real processes W and Y, 
respectively. It is known that PV is absolutely continuous with respect to the measure P~ and 
the Radom-Nikodym derivative has the form 
dP~ 1 1 
dP~/ ()Z) =exp{~ol (~+'AY(u)'dY(u)}-'2 / (A~'(u)'~'+AY(u)} du} ' (4) 
where E+ denotes the pseudo inverse (or generalized inverse) of the matrix E (see [13]). It can 
be easily verified that ~,+ = E. 
Obviously, if we maximize the right-hand side of the equation (4) in Re h and Im h, we can 
obtain the MLE of Reh and Imh, i.e., the MLE of h. We have 
= Reh.  ReY l (u )dReY l (U)  + ImYl(u)dImYl( ) 
+Imh'{folRerl(u)dlmYl(U)-fol ImYl(u)dRerleu)} 
- 1 ((~h)2 +qmh) 2) {(Re Yl(u)) 2 + (ImYl(~))2} du, 
2 
where Y1 is the first component of the complex process Y. Finally, we obtain 
g = f~}'l(t)dYl(t) 
f01 IYl(t)l 2 dt 
So, the MLE of h depends only on the first component of Y. 
We remark that in the case d = 1, Theorem 1 says that 
n (An-An)  ~" f~Yl(t) dWl(t) 
and the It6's formula gives 
= f: YI (t) dY1 (t) 
f0 ~ [Yl(t)[ 2 dt 
hence, n(An - A) ---* h implies 
f:  IYl (t)l 2 dt ' 
= h + f°l Yl(t) dWl(t) 
f l  iyl(t)12dt ' 
that is, the LSE of the coefficient of the discrete time model converges to the MLE of the coefficient 
of the corresponding continuous time model. (See, also [14].) 
If d _> 2 then, such a relationship does not hold, because the limit distribution of the LSE of the 
coefficient of the discrete time models depends on the last component of the complex process Y. 
It is also interesting to mention that the complex process Y is determined, in fact, only by the 
first component Wx of the Wiener process W, and the limit distribution of the LSE contains the 
last component Wd, which is, by definition, independent of the first component W1 (if d _> 2). 
6. THE CASE OF  SEVERAL  JORDAN BLOCKS 
6.1. The Case of Di f ferent  E igenva lues  
Let A0), j = 1,. . . ,  r, be different complex numbers and let ds, . . . ,  dTE N. Let the coefficient 
matrix Qn of the model (1) consist of the corresponding Jordan blocks 
where A~ ) = e h(~#)/n+iO(~) with h~ ) E C, h~ ) --* h(J) E C and 8(J) G (-~r, ~r] for j = 1,.. . ,  r. 
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Now, the sum of squares has the following form: 
"* k -  l,d, +.,.+dj_ l + l 
3=1 k--1 y(n)  " ~ y (n )  " 
""k,dl+...+dj-l+dj x "k- l ,d l+. . .+dj_ l+dj  
Obviously, A~ ) is estimated from the jth block of components of Xk in the same way as in the 
case of a single Jordan block. 
Hence, under Condition C, the LSE of A~ ), j = 1,. . . ,  r are asymptotically independent, and 
the limit behaviour can be obtained as we have seen it in the case of a single Jordan block. 
6.2. The Case of Two Jordan Blocks with the Same Eigenvalue 
Let A 6 C and let d l , . . . ,  dr 6 N. Let the coefficient matrix Qn of the model (1) be 
Qn := diag {J(An, dO,. . . ,  J(A,~, dr)}, 
where An = e h"/n+iO with h, 6 C, hn --* h 6 C, and 0 E ( - r ,  r]. 
Now, the LSE of An will be 
n 
E 
dl+...+d, /xCn  ) ~(n) y(n)  \ 
E \ k ,£ - - " ' k - l , t - l ' "k - l , l /  
t.=l 
~d,+.. .+d,~ 1,l 2 
z 
k=l l= l  
where 
~(, )  { O, 
k,£-1 :=  y(n) 
" 'k , t - l  ' 
Now, the normalization matrices are 
for g = dt , . . . ,dr ,  
otherwise. 
Ln := diag {n -1/2 , n-a*+l/2e(al-1)~°, n -1/2 } , , , , n-d, ,+l /2e(dr-  1)i8 
and under Condition C, we have the convergence of the random step functions 
where the process Y(t), t 6 [0, 1] is defined by 
dY(t) = AY(t) dt + E dW(t), Y(O) = O, 
with 
A:=diag{J(h, dO,. . . , J (h,  dr)}, E := diag {EO),. . . ,  E(r)}, 
where E(~):= diag(1,0,... ,0), E(~) is a d3 x dj matrix, j = 1,... ,r. 
Let d:= max{dx,... ,dr}. As in Theorem 1, we obtain that 
1 t E fd Ya,+...+dj()dWa,+...+dj(t) 
j:d#-.--.d 
thus, the submodels of the greatest dimension cooperate with each other and dominate the rest. 
It is interesting to note that for d >_ 2 the processes W,h+...+dj, and Yd1+...+a~ for {j : dj = d} 
are independent since the processes Yd,+...+a~, {j : dj - d} are determined by Wd1+...+aj_1+l, 
{j: dj = 4 
i0 K. VARGA 
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